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TRIUMPH LASER
Operator’s Manual

Fiber Laser Marking Machine

Attention:Please check the setting manual,guiding videos,then start to use.
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PREFACE

Thank you very much for purchasing Triumph Laser Galvo Fiber Laser Marking System, we
hope that our product can maximum meet your needs. Fiber laser unique easy-to-use features
and capabilities provide high-quality performance, and it comes completely assembled and can
be fully operational within a short time.
Before installation and operation please read and follow this manual carefully. Damage to
person or material can be resulted from not following points of this Operation Manual.

Safety Notice

Safety label:

Attention:
This equipment uses 4 class lasers, the laser should pay attention to the following points:.
1)The laser may ignite the surrounding flammable, so the use of equipment must be equipped
with fire equipment. It’s prohibited to stack flammable and explosive items in the workplace and
around the equipment, and maintain good ventilation. Non-professional operators prohibit the
access to equipment.
2)It is strictly prohibited to place the irrelevant total reflection or diffuse objects in the equipment,
so as to prevent the laser from reflecting to the human body or flammable materials.
3)In the process of equipment work, the operator must observe the work at any time. If any
abnormal situation, operator can cut off the power, and take appropriate measures
immediately.
4)Equipment should be in a dry environment, no pollution, no strong, strong magnetic
interference. Working environment temperature 5-40 degrees Celsius, humidity 5-95% (no
frosting)
*** Recommend the use of voltage stabilizer for the machine to provide a stable current in
order to protect the parts of machine
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1. Installation（Desktop fiber laser marking machine）
1.1Turn on the main switch 1.2Insert the remote interlock

1.3Connect Ground Wire 1.4Connect Power Cable

1.5 Turn on the EMERGENCY SWITCH
1.6 Turn on LASER SWITCH
(Note:You should turn on the emergency switch
first at all times)

1.7 Remove the cover of laser head

1.8 Put your material on the worktable, rotate LIGHT SWITCH until you can see

the red light, then adjust the handle until the two red dots are combined
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1. Installation (Split type fiber laser marking machine）
1.1 Connect the USB cable with the laptop and
machine (The “PC” port at back)

1.2 Insert the remote interlock

1.3 Connect Ground Wire 1.4 Connect Power Cable

1.5 Turn on the EMERGENCY SWITCH
1.6 Turn on LASER SWITCH
(Note : You should turn on the emergency switch
first at all times)

1.7 Remove the cover of laser head

1.8 Put your material on the worktable, rotate LIGHT SWITCH until you can see the red light,
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then adjust the handle until the two red dots are combined

1.Installation (Portable fiber laser marking machine）
1.1-1.7(same as split type fiber laser marker)
1.8 Put your material on the worktable, rotate LIGHT SWITCH until you can see the red light,
then adjust the handle until the two red dots are combined

1.Installation (Handheld fiber laser marking machine）
same as portable fiber laser marking machine
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EZCAD SOFTWARE
If your software shows this message ,
means your machine is off or USB cab
le is not connected well now , turn on t
he machine first , then open the softw
are . (Dongle is installed in control boa
rd , if software can’t find control board
then will show this message)

2.1 Save your design with Coreldraw/Adobe Illustrator etc. as AI/PLT/DXF format

2.2 Import file 2.3 Put to origin,Then adjust the size according to
your needs

2.4 Hatch

a. Chose “Mark contour”will mark the outline of your file
b. Chose “Enable”can active the following parameters setting for Hatch function
Line distance means setting the filling density, usually we suggest 0.01-0.06
Angle means filling angle --- If angle is “0”, means Horizontal filling
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c. Before filling is hollow

After filling will have many lines

d . We also suggest “Hatch1” and “2” with different angle for better marking effect

2.5 Set laser marking parameters
Cancel “Use default param”, then you can revise the following parameters

a. “Mark Loop”1 means mark one time

b. “Speed”
If faster speed, short time-consuming and shallow marking effect
If slower speed, long time-consuming and deep marking effect
Normal materials: 600-1500mm/s
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c. “Power” means laser energy (Max 100%)
We suggest to set the power lower than 90%, normal materials 20%-50%

d “Frequency” means the number of pulses per second
The higher frequency, the weaker laser energy
The lower frequency, the stronger laser energy
Normal materials : 20%-60%

e. Laser on TC ,Laser off TC ,End TC ,Polygon are our factory parameters , they are not
allowed to be changed .

2.6 F1 Red light preview (For part alignment
and pre-mark preview)

2.7 F2 Start marking (Also can use the foot
switch)

2.8 Enable to show the contour ,This method is more convenient to locate :

When you press F1 , it will show the contour :

If your design is more completed,such as following design , when you press F1 it will show two
circles , if you just want one contour red light , before hatch ,ungroup the design :
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Select “Mark select “ ,and “Show contour” option
(or any parts of your design you want to show by red light )of your design :

Rotate instructions

1. Connect rotary device with
fiber laser machine

2.Measure the diameter of workpiece

3.Fix the workpiece on rotary device
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4. Calibrate focal length: Adjust the handle until 2 red dots coincide

5. Enter the text
---Select the fonts type you prefer(all the fonts installed in computer can be select here, you could
install the fonts type as your requirement)
--- Adjust the size (No need size adjustment can skip this step )
--- Click “Center” icon
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6.Rotation angle: Modify --- Transform

7. Hatch (Refer to the instructions of Page 8)
8. Set laser marking parameters (Refer to the instructions of Page 9)
9. Laser --- Rotary mark 10.Enter the diameter of the object

11Chose “Mark by split line”, set the split line between the letters.
Double click the left button on the mouse means add;

12.Place the mouse pointer over the dividing line, then click the right button of the mouse ---
means delete
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13. Light(F1) :Preview the marking area
14. Esc (keyboard) : Quit from preview
15. Mark(F2): Start marking (If you want to stop marking, press Esc on keyboard)

The other way to use rotary
1. Chose SplitMark2 2.Press Param (F3) and chose Invert, Rotate Axis

3.Write in the diameter of your part and start to mark(Total num 0 , will mark 1 time ; if you nee
d deep engraving by rotary , will need to mark more times , such as 20 time marking , change
Total num to 20 , it will keep marking 20 times , more times marking , will be deeper )
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Troubleshooting
"Failed to load LMC driver" "No LMC device found"
Insert interlock , turn on emergency switch and key switch
“Software work at demo state”
“Can’t find dongle! Soft will work at demo state”

Insert the USB cable between machine and computer , turn on the laser machine
first(Emergency & key switch) , then open the laser software .
“Can’t import files”
Check if your file format and version is available for laser software .
“Laser is weak”
Check the focal length ;correct the setting(Speed ,power , frequency) .
“What’s frequency for ?”
Frequency is how many times an energy unit is released , higher frequency will make laser
soft , lower frequency will make laser strong ; if you want mark whiter picture on metal , higher
frequency is suggested ,(20W strongest laser frequency 30 , 30W strongest laser frequency is
37 , higher or lower than this value will make laser softer) .
“Rotary doesn’t rotate ”
1,Check the connection of rotary and laser machine
2,follow the instruction of rotary in this manual
“IPG laser : over temperature”
1. Remote Interlock is not plugged : please plug the remote interlock (in the back of machine)
then turn on the machine;

2. Key switch is not on : please turn on the emergency switch , then turn on the key switch ;
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